CARNIVORES

Least Weasels are the smallest

For predators, winter means keeping
their eyes open and watching for any
opportunity. They generally expand
their hunting ranges considerably to
search for prey. Coyotes and
Wolves hunt in packs to increase
their chances of a kill.

Long-Tailed Weasels turn white

members of the weasel family. They
prey on voles and mice. They are
skinny enough to pursue their prey
down any mouse tunnel.
in the winter, except for the tips of
their tails. The black tailed-tip
confuses predators. Many hawks end
up with a tuft of tail fur instead of the
meal they were expecting. In winter
weasels tunnel through the snow to
catch rabbits, rodents, shrews, and
birds. They cache excess food to eat
later.

Red Foxes travel widely in winter,
searching for mice, rabbits, and carrion.
They cache surplus meat and return to
it later, hoping to catch scavengers
attracted to the carrion. They hunt
mostly at night and sleep in a protected
sunny spot during the day, curled up
with their tails draped over their
muzzles. Breathing through their fur
pre-warms the air, reducing heat loss.

Bobcats aren’t as well adapted for
traveling over the snow as the Lynx
and avoid deep snow when possible.
They prey on squirrels, rabbits,
rodents, porcupines, and deer. They
will seldom chase prey through the
snow, and will give up after a couple of
bounds if their ambush doesn’t work
quickly.

Short-Tailed Weasels or Ermines
look and live much like their larger
cousins. They often move into the nests
of their victims, lining them wit the fur
of the previous occupants.
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Iowa’s Winter
Mammals
PART 1:
CONFRONTING WINTER
HEAD ON

Iowa is a pleasant place to live until the
snow starts to fall, then almost everyone
would prefer to be someplace warmer.
Birds and bats can migrate, but it’s hard to
walk to Florida. Few Iowa mammals
hibernate. Den sites safe from freezing and
predators are normally limited to
underground, so only small mammals try
it. Most Iowa mammals stay active in
winter, surviving above ground through
some amazing adaptations, changes in
behavior, and careful preparation.
The problem with winter isn’t the cold--fur
is an excellent insulator. Almost all Iowa
mammals shed their summer coats and
grow longer, thicker ones. Sometimes they
change color for warmth or camouflage.
The problem for mammals that stay active
in the winter is finding food. With green
plants gone, there is less food available.
Mammals that can’t store food must
conserve energy to survive, and to avoid
becoming a meal.

MORE HERBIVORES

HERBIVORES

Opossums seem poorly adapted to
To reach the scarce vegetation that’s
available in the winter, herbivores have
two options. First, they can evolve
physical features to travel in the snow in
search of food. Or second, they can store
enough food to get through the season.
Mortality is often high in winter due to
predators.

Eastern Gray Squirrels spend the

fall burying nuts for retrieval in the
winter. They prefer tree cavities for
shelter but build large leaf nests in
threes when a suitable cavity is
unavailable. On cold winter nights, as
many as 7-8 squirrels may gather
together to conserve heat.

survive the winter. They often lose the
tips of their ears and tails to frostbite.
Opossums spend most of the winter in
their dens, coming out only at night to
feed. They survive by living off their fat
and whatever they can scavenge.

Red Squirrels are found in northern

Snowshoe Hares shed their brown
fur in the winter and grow a thick
white coat for warmth and camouflage.
Their large feet let them travel easily
over the snow without sinking in. They
do not put on extra fat in winter,
which would slow them down and
make them sink in the snow. They eat
buds and bark.

Cottontails retain their brown coats
in the winter, which offer better
camouflage in the patchy snow of their
more southerly range. They forage for
bark and buds at night and hide under
bushes in the daytime, where they are
protected from the wind and predators.

Iowa. They collect the cones of conifers
and store them in large piles called
middens. The squirrels’ loud chatter is
a familiar sound as they tell intruders
to stay away. In the Rocky Mountains,
grizzly bears use the noise to guide
them to the food piles to raid.
Sometimes they’ll eat the squirrel, too.

Southern Flying Squirrels don’t
store food for the winter. They can’t
accumulate body fat or grow longer,
thicker fur either, because that would
change their ability to glide. They form
groups in the winter, coming together
in tree cavities to conserve energy and
heat.

Eastern Fox Squirrels are easy to
identify by their bushy, fox-like tails.
Their winter survival strategy is much
the same as their gray cousins.

White-Tailed Deer survive the
winter with some clever behavioral
adaptations. They follow each other’s
paths, or trails, to ease the effort of
traveling. In deep snow, they
congregate in sheltered deer “yards” to
conserve energy and keep watch for
predators. Leaping permits travel in
deep snow, which is handy in an
emergency. They conserve energy by
moving between sheltered night beds,
which reduce hear loss, and sunny
daytime beds.

Bison have ten times more hairs per
square inch of skin than a cow or steer.
The twisted, wooly texture offers
excellent insulation. Bison use their
heads to sweep away snow and graze
in the winter, but the quality of the
food is poor. They mostly rely on their
body fat to survive.

